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Mukongo Camp 
the best hunting camp in Namibia 

   

 

 

Pearched on the riverbank of the famous Okavango River, underneath huge 

African Ebony trees and Wild Fig trees, lies the brand new Mukongo Camp. A 

place where you will go back in time to yesteryear and feel as if you are Robert 

Ruark or Ernest Hemmingway, yet have the luxury of a Kardashian at your 

fingertips.  

 

An experience with mother Africa as it once was...  

  

  

 

 

Luxury Tent  
 

 

 

Luxury Tent with in-suite bathrooms 

   
 

 

 

 

View from the Luxury Tent's deck  
 

 

 

Luxury Tent  
 

 

 

 



 

 

Watch the Mukongo Camp video  

 

Building Mukongo Camp  
the completion of my life cycle 

I was nine years old when my Dad took me to the Okavango for a couple of days during 

my school holidays.  Our family was farming close to Etosha National Park in those days.  I 

immediately fell in love with this area and especially the Kavango river.  I told my father 

that I wanted to stay here.  This dream became reality, when my father’s best friend told 

him that I am welcome to stay with them.  So it happened that I moved in with the family 

friend.  About six months later our family followed to start a new life in this wild, remote 

heavenly place.  This was the beginning of a new life for me, which any young boy that 

loves hunting and fishing could dream of.  The Okavango and its tribal people became part 

of me. 

  

During the early 1970’s my father became the first cattle trader in this area, buying cattle 

from locals and raised it for slaughtering purposes.  Cattle purchased at villages next to the 

Okavango river, had to be moved on foot over stretches of approximately 100 miles over a 

two week period.  My Dad used about 25 cattle herders, which meant that we had an open 

license to hunt for meat, to feed the cattle herders with the much needed protein from the 

meat.  This was heaven to me, because Dad left the hunting to me while he was busy 

buying cattle.   Every day we had to build temporary kraal’s for the cattle out of thorn bush 

https://youtu.be/3Ii49BWFkJI


branches to keep the lions from the cattle at night.  Two cattle herders also did duty as 

guards, calling us when lions approach the cattle kraal.  Many a night this young boy had 

to fall asleep with roaring lions and hyenas close to camp.  

  

I stayed in this paradise up to age 18 when I had to go for military training and fighting a 

war in Angola for four years.  After four years in the military, I obtained a Business Degree 

and  have always dreamt of returning to the love of my live:  The Kavango.  For some 

reason this could never materialise, but I made a point of bringing my family on a regular 

basis to visit "my Paradise".  Over time, I think all of them fell in love with the Okavango in 

the same way I did. 

  

I always prayed to God for an opportunity to return and indeed, during 2018 it all 

happened... 

 

Kowas Adventure Safaris signed a Joint Venture agreement with Ecko Seven Investments 

(which is the current concession holder of the Mahango National Park) for trophy 

hunting.  We financed the construction of the hunting lodge and I was given the task of 

construction.  

 

A dream come true! 

  

On 25 February 2019, Ansie and myself packed our Land Cruiser, heading to Paradise to 

build our dream hunting camp.  We started off by building our staff quarters and used it as 

a construction base inside the Mahango National Park – as the only humans staying inside 

this National Park.  Even the Park game rangers stay outside Park boundaries, not 

allowing their accommodation to be inside the National Park.  Mukongo Camp (Jacques' 

name for our new hunting camp to be) was ready to be erected, situated on the banks of 

the Okavango River, only 280 yards from our newly constructed staff quarters. 

  

Before commencing, I had to find staff to assist with the construction, so I introduced 

myself to the tribal Headman requesting his blessing on this project and asked for 

assistance.  Seven tribesman have been appointed to assist with the construction.  We 

soon formed a great team.  I realised – working with them – that time stood still at this 

place since 1969 when our family arrived here for the first time.  The lions were still roaring 

at night and we  could hear them catching buffalo in the flood plains opposite our staff 

camp.  Buffalo and Elephants frequently visited us in camp and one night even a leopard 

paid us a visit.  The local people were still as friendly and helpful as in days gone 

by.  Therefore, Paradise stayed true and pure, except for cell phones that sometimes 

disturb the peace.  There is not a minute here without wildlife surrounding us.  I thank our 

Creator every night since my return for keeping this place so pure, wild and beautiful. 

  

Mukongo Camp grew on a daily basis from a vision, roughly drawn by myself plotted down 

on a piece of paper, to reality...  

 



 

First the lapa area, tent decks and connecting bathrooms, water and electricity supply, 

kitchen, power/solar plant and finally the car port.  The camp turned out to be even better 

than I have ever dreamed of.  This was done in only nine weeks of dedicated work by all 

involved.  A special thanks to Ansie, enduring this bush life without proper facilities to 

provide meals to ten people daily.  It is surely not every women that will endure this 

lifestyle for ten weeks straight. 

  

I also recognized and appreciate the commitment of our staff both local and from Kowas, 

Jacques, Elleni and the Lambrecht family for their contribution in making my dream a 

reality. What a team effort, it was. 

  

In conclusion:  I am now the happiest person on this planet.  My only remaining and most 

important life dream at this stage of my life, has indeed come true.  To relive my childhood 

past realising this area is still today the same as yesterday, does not happen often to us as 

mankind, because us as humans has destroyed so much in nature to satisfy our own 

needs and greed’s. 

  

I openheartedly invite you to visit this piece of my heart and you will agree, in this Paradise 

of mine, today is still the way yesterday was…! 

 

Written by: 

Danie Strauss 

  

   

 

 

  

 

  



 

 

 

One of the many Elephant bulls we encountered on a recent plains-game 

safari at Mukongo Camp in Mahango National Park.  

 

 

Join the Kowas Hunting Safaris' WHATSAPP Group 

 

1. Download the App on iStore or Google Play 



 

2. Send a message to: Jacques Strauss +264 81 295 6581 with your Name & Surname 

3. Jacques will add YOU to the GROUP 

4. Stay up to date with the latest KOWAS News 

5. Have fun and share memories and pictures  

 

 

 

An old battle-scared  oryx bull we recently harvested in the Kowas Concession area 

as a "non-trophy" animal, BUT with that much character he was promoted to "trophy" 

status by a fine client (or rather family member...) that harvested him.  

 

Our First Mukongo Camp & Kowas Lodge Combo Hunt 

 

First up was 6 full days at Mukongo Camp with a beautiful couple from Sweden. 

On the list was mainly plainsgame species like Impala, Zebra, Bluewildebeest, 

warthog and Duiker. It was going to be a challenging hunt, since the pans were 

dry from the lack of rain in Namibia this year and the animals had to travel far 

between food and water supply.  

 

The ambiance was set on the first night around the campfire. White sand 

beneath our feet, the smell of burning camelthorn wood and the taste of the last 

sip of whiskey still tingling your tongue. Taking a deep breath and exhaling 

slowly, you sit deeper into your chair and you cannot help but to think - at this 

moment you must be close to Heaven, since life cannot get better than this. 



 

The splashing sounds of hippo's in the river, the grunts of buffalo bulls grazing 

in front of camp and the lion roars reminds you every now and then that this is 

Africa. Africa as it once was. The Africa we all linger for. 

 

The first couple of days were tough hunting. One would think that hunting in a 

National Park would be "a walk in the park", but it was surely not the case. We 

had to work hard to get some meat on the grill. 

 

We were successful in harvesting two great impala rams and a beautiful 

Chapmann's zebra stallion. The bluewildebeest evaded us and we were 

unsuccessful in harvesting a bull. The Warthog and Duiker was not that high on 

the wishlist and we did not focus on them too much. 

 

The hunt at Mukongo Camp was simply amazing. To hunt plainsgame in a 

biggame area is truly remarkable. We saw elephant and buffalo every day. 

Tracking zebra and wildebeest tracks on top of elephant tracks is something 

that takes you back to yesteryear. It gives you the Ruark-Hemmingway feeling 

of back in the day. 

 

The trip was ended off with a spa-day for the beautiful lady, followed by a 

dinner for two on the white sands at Poppa Falls (privately arranged by Ansie 

and the gentleman) where he "popped" the question to her. It was a special 

moment that will never be forgotten. The following day the both of them went 

fishing for tigerfish, before their flight to Windhoek and that gave me some time 

to drive my Land Cruiser down to it's familiar territory - Kowas. 

 

Kowas is bone dry, but still mighty beautiful in all its glory. Waterbuck visiting us 

on the lawn, Sable at the waterhole and the odd wildebeest group popping in 

for a drink over lunch made it as special as always.The hunts were tough at 

times since there is practically no grass at all this year, making the stalks quite 

a challenge at times. However, we were successful at harvesting two Hartmann 

zebra, one Burchell zebra as well as a beautiful 40" oryx bull. 

 

This was a special hunt in many ways to me. The first hunt I have ever guided 

at Mukongo Camp and first hunt I have ever guided a client to all three species 

of zebra you get in Namibia - Chapmann, Hartmann and Burchell. 

 



 

Written by: 

Jacques Strauss  

 

 

  

  

 

  

 



 

 

 

The Namibian government has declared a national state of emergency 

with respect to a drought that has hit Namibia this year.  

 



 

 

Kowas Hunting Safaris would like to thank Steve Hawkins from Australia for 

his generous donation of 26 tons of feed for the wildlife at Kowas. We dearly 

appreciate the good deed you have done. 

 

THANK YOU! 

 

The New Standard of Biggame Hunting in Namibia 

 

Mahango National Park falls within the greater Bwabwata National Park. With it's 

southern boundary bordering Botswana and eastern boundary the Okavango River 

basin. The upper Okavango Delta starts from this park.  

 

This forms part of a trans-frontier park, of which 630,000 hectares or 1.5 million 

acres are contiguous free-range wildlife habitat all within Namibia. With Angola to 

the north and Botswana to the south, this is an enormous ecosystem home to a 

huge variety and number of wildlife species. 

Set on the banks for the famous 1000-mile-long Okavango river is Mukongo 

Camp. 

 



Forming the northern most section of the Okavango Delta, this area has a wealth 

and quality of game found few places on the planet. 

 

The Okavango Delta is the largest inland water delta in the world, with the water 

mysteriously disappearing into the sand of the Kalahari Desert. 

 

Mahango National Park is set in the middle of one of the biggest and best elephant 

populations in Africa and the planet – 80 miles from the heart of the Okavango 

Delta – 40 miles from Khaudum National Park – a short stroll for these mighty 

pachyderms. 

 

The main dining area boasts sweeping views of the river, this scene includes 

looking into the adjacent National Park on the far side of the river. Pods of hippo, 

buffalo, lechwe, bushbuck, impala and kudu are seen daily from the comfort and 

safety of the dining area. Bar with refrigeration, dinning table, lounge area as well 

as one of the best stocked hunting and wildlife libraries in any hunting camp in 

Africa assures you comfort and entertainment during your stay. 

 

Our guest tents are large, with either queen or single beds, depending on your 

needs, fine linen, wardrobes, dressing table with luggage and rifle racks. Electric 

lights as well as a welcoming fan are available 24 hours a day thanks to silent solar 

power. Step out of your tent into your en-suite bathroom, you will find all the 

amenities your heart desires. Tiled floors, wash basin, flushing toilet, large shower 

with hot and cold water – pressure ensured by a pressure pump. Luxurious bath 

towels, slippers and dressing gowns round off the comfort of your tents bathroom. 

 

At night you will be welcomed by paraffin and solar lit pathways on white 

Okavango sand to the fire circle to enjoy the warmth of the flames under billion-star 

nights and the sounds of the African bush. Lion, hippo, elephant and sometimes 

the lonely leopard can be heard right from camp. 

 

As the sun makes its appearance in-front of your tent, you will hear the noises of 

birds and hippo greeting you a good morning . Enjoy a warm shower before joining 

for a hearty breakfast before your adventures of the day start. 

 

You will be planning your return before you leave the white sands of the 

Okavango, making Mukongo Camp part of your future adventures in our beautiful 

Namibia. 

 

 



 

In summary,  Mukongo Camp offers: 

• Canvas tents 

• En-suite tiled bathrooms with hot & cold running water & flushing toilets 

• Dining facilities and fire circle 

• Fine kitchen 

• Three course meals  

• Full complement of camp staff 

• Daily laundry service 

 

The huntable population in this area is home to a huge population of: 

• Elephant (mostly bulls) 

• Cape buffalo 

• Hippo 

• Crocodile 

• Sable 

• Roan 

• Red Lechwe 

• Burchell zebra 

• Kudu 

• Warthog 

• Giraffe 

• Common Impala 

• Wildebeest, Blue 

 

 

Hunting: 

  

• Hunting will be conducted either by Toyota Land Cruiser or boat (depending on 

species to be hunted & time of year) 

• Full complement of trackers & skinning staff 

• All game will strictly be pursued on foot according to the principals of fair chase 

Fishing: 

• There are amazing opportunities to fish on the Okavango river for tiger fish and 

other indigenous species. Inquire about adding a fishing trip with us. 

 

How to get there: 

• Fly into Windhoek International Airport 



 

• Charter to hunting area 

• Fly commercially to Rundu which is about 2 hours from the hunting area 

 

Quotas are limited, so make sure you book your spot for 

the 

 

HUNT OF A LIFETIME. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

BOOK NOW 

 

 

mailto:kowasadv@iafrica.com.na


 

 

Thank you for reading.... Catch you next time!  
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Contact Details: 

 

E-mail: kowasadv@iafrica.com.na 

Website: www.kowasadventure.com 

USA Phone Number:  (1) 940-440-8998 

Jacques Strauss Cellphone Number:  +264 81 295 6581 

 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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